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Bible Heroes (Little Golden Book)
Synopsis

OLD TESTAMENT HEROES and heroines come alive as real people in this new book. The stories of Samson, Deborah, David, and many others are told in a simple yet entertaining way, brought to life with lush, colorful artwork.
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Customer Reviews

My 4-year-old boy loves this book. Be aware that the writing is much more complex than most of the other Golden Books, and that some Bible Heroes are given only cursory treatment. Still, this little book is well worth the few dollars it costs.

Oh the cute little Golden Books that we all know and love with one page bible stories. For the young children that I teach at a private christian school these stories are complete enough for me to feel like I've taught them an important lesson but short enough to hold their attention. The bible heroes in this book are: Adam, Noah, Joseph, Miriam, Moses, Joshua, Samson, Deborah, David, Solomon, Elijah, Esther, Daniel and Jonah

Slip the word "heroes" into a title and a kid's attention will lock on it like a missle. Kids are just
naturally drawn to heroes and heroines and here is a treasure trove of some of the very first from the bible in a very accessible Little Golden Book. Who doesn't remember Little Golden Books from their own childhood? And at 2.99, this is a downright steal for 24 pages of truly beautiful little paintings from artist Ande Cook. Her appealing art has turned this Golden Book into a real treasure.

Several Bible heroes are introduced without too much graphic detail. The stories capture the essence of the heroes which was their faith and reliance on God to be with them through difficult times.

This is a good book for early introduction to the Bible stories. It has very good graphics for the kids to enjoy. Wish it has more Bible characters. All in all very good.

HEY this is a great product! I wore mine out in the 50’s. Now for grandchildren. My greatest joy is to see one of them reading to the others!

Sent to both of my grandchildren. I want them to know some real heroes in man's life...you can’t beat the heroes of God’s making.

I loved the way it covered Bible Heroes. They were heroes which could be admired, and were described that way.

Download to continue reading...